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TO THE EXPLOITED AND OPPRESSED:

COMRADES:

The battlefields of the world are strewn with the mutilated bod-

ies. Of hundreds of thousands. of the healthiest and most talented of the

World's youth. The great powers are vying with each other to. see Which

, power can better tint the rivers and fields of the world with.the red blood

of the "enemy" youth. After three arida half years millions are already

dead and missing; millions more have.been_maimed for life, their ambitions

and dreams snuffed out in this one mad enterprise of the capitalist world.

And for what? For what do the oppressed and exploited masses of

humanity fight? Whose interests do they serve in the armies of their mas-

ters?

The second, like the first, World War As a war for imperialist
gain, a war for markets and riches, a war for colonies.- directly Or in-

directly controlled .7 a war in which the capitalists Of all nations fight

only for control of the world's investments and profits:' How can any per-

son doubt this? How an anyone believe that the Morgans, the Rockefellers,

the Grenfells, the Mistubishis, the Krupps, and the other finance capital-

ists have suddenly been iMbued with noble desites for the "Pour Freedoms",
or "lebensraum"?.. .

We Communists - (Not Stalinists!) - have long predicted this war.

FroM the 'very day that the fist war ended we pointed out that either the

World Revolution will be iictoriOus, or capitalism will again one day re-

sume the fratricidal struggle aMongst the poWets.for market91 and spheres

of. inflUence. We were Proven 100% correct. .gistory has Afr,.,rified our

: every' prediction. Dying capitalism tried for 20 years to stave Off the'

results of its sicknesses. For twenty long years it fought off the pro-

letarian)revolutibn,-on the onehand, and it tried to bolster its moribund

economy on the othet. But it could not be. ProductiOn continued - and
continues to this c!!-AY to outstrip world Markets.. Competition between
individual capitalists Mounts to political. competition between 'states;
capitalist inventions and technological improvements result only in greater

- scarcity, in plowing under, An closed-in "self-sufficient" economies. The

individual states engage in political warfare, tariffs, aski-marks,itrade
pacts,etc. But even this stop gap gains nothing. The inevitable results
the inevitable end of this whole capitalist tragedy, can only be War pie
first war leads to a second and the second to a. third, unless the forces of
-progress and stability, the forces of proletarian revolution can destroy
the capitalist monster-system of war, unemployment and colonial oppression.

The masses of the world stand today engulfed in the greatest mad-
.

ness of all history, filled with the lies of Church, press, schools, arid

radio, filled with the blatant demagogy of apologists for Capitalism.- Not
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What a shim: What an evil joke: In all "Democratic" coUntri,..s
the forces of open reaction and Fascism are growing with seven league boots.
In all "DeMocratic" countries, Workers Rights are being taken away with a
-breathless. and em barra,sing haste. Thus again the words of the Marxists
are confirmed - bourgeois democracy and fascism are children of the same
mother, capitalism, bourgeois- democracy meeely.paves the way for fascism.
The brutality and evils of fascism are too well known to bear repetition;
but the lies of the ,"Demoeracies" becloud the fact that here too the death
throes of capitalism is breeding more open repression and brutality. The
Revolutionary Marxists denounce German and Italittn Fascism., and Japanese
totalitarianism, for their imperialist ambitions, for their gruesome attacks
against the living standards of the working class, for Their barbaric per- .

secutibn of oppressed minorities such as the Jews. But We denounce equally.
the so-called Democratic powers, who share the same imperialist ambitions,
who are fighting a death struggle to defend their glop,ted empires, who are
not quite as barbaric and not quite as ropressiVe as yet only because of
their super-profits which for the time being still permit minor reforms and
concessions.

All over the world Fascist tendeneies are growing, and not just
temporarily either. The eeconomy- of scarcity" of dying capitalism permits

. of no other outcome. Either a lower and still lower standard of living, and
its political ooncomitant, Fascism, or the complete destruCtion of capital-
iSm, in all its forms (Fascist and "Democratic" both) and creation of, a
Workers Council Republic.

Comrades and fellow workers,--in-thit-hoUr-of mi-Sery and despoliation,
.there is no need to despair. The forces of world revolutibb a.re growing un-
her lded and almost unseen; but they are crowing by leaps and bounds none-
theless.

That the masses will soon revolt is a foregone conclusion. Every.
war period in all history has had a revolutionary cliMax. The first World
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War ended with the vidtorious Russian Revolutibn.and. the, defeated
Revolutions in Germany, Austria, Hungary, Finland, Btikga.ria, and
other lands. The second War will end in' the same way - in fact therecan be
no other conclusions. The revolt of the masses in India, the rumblings in
France and central Europe and in fact even the small strike of the anthracite
miners in the United States, all Point to: a coming Revolutionary storm - not

. in the distant but in the very nea:r future.

i.

-

The Revolution; the struggle for the liberation of mankinyi will cOme

of that there can be no doubt whatsoever. But our task, as proletarians and
revolutionists is to see :to it that the Revolution is successful, that it de-
stroys capitalism and the capitalist state once and for all.

The Second World War like the first &men, ds an uncompromising struggle
,3. 'ainst the social-patriotic and centrist elements within the Labor Movement
itself. Without a struggle against opportunism in all its forms, victory
is imposSible. Without e. relentless exposure of the social imperialist 'role
of the Stalinists, and the trade union burocrats, of the semi-pa,cifist pre7
war role of the Socialists and of, the centrist fulminations of the Trotsky
organizations - without a clear Cut opposition' to these organizations, a
struggle against ,the Imperialist Wer is impossible.

The Second War, even more than the first, has seen the ab-
jeep capitulation of all the 'major Organiz-,tions of the wOrking
class, to the "defense of the fatherland". Stalinism has not

' only become a tail to the "Democratic" war effort, bit it has
pledged itselff, to a ruthless strug-gle aqainst prolete.ria,n revol-
ution for at least 20 years. Soci.:,--_,1-Democre.cy in Europe had
repeated ..its role' s a pawn of the imperialist, governments. , In

' America, far rerridved from the seats of power, the Second Inter-
,.national supports the war effort but with "criticism" of its
administration. The Old London ?tiro, the Independent Labor
Party, the Pivert Group, and-the various Trotsky organizations
continile tb mouthe harmless pacifist Phrases, harmless and auto-
matic words of "opposition to the war", but constantly-propose
actions a.nd stra.te.gies that give comfort and aid to the bourgeois
war effort, but confuse, demoralize, and retard the development
el the masses. It is impossible to"fight"the war and at the same
time propose "trade union control of military training . It is
impossible to "fight" the war and at the same time (with"left"
criticism) support pacifist orgInizations, labor parties,ratiming
nationalist movements in the capitalist ;countries, etc. It-is
impossible te "fight" the war on the program of centrism that -

_

"democracy" is a lesser evil than Fascism.

Yes, the masses of the world must Seen revolt against the
monstrous blocd-letting. But in _their path will b.e 'hurled the

. demagogy, and confusion of these reformist and Centrist elements

= '

- .

only in the Fascist countries; but in the so-called Democratic Countries-as
well.

In the name of "Democracy", economic want is reaching a twentieth
century high. In the name of "Demoera.cy" the working misses have been tied,
into one knot of regimentation after another, wage freezing, ,job freezing.,
restrictions on movement, elimination of all democratic rights,, onslaughts
against the trade union movement, censorship and repression.

In the name of "Democracy" a thousand Indian workers and peasants
are slaughtered by the British Imperialists, for the sole crime of demanding
bread, land and freedom. In the name of "Democracy", the Allied ImperialiSts
impose a semi-fascist regime on the "liberated" North African colonies. In
the name of' )Democracy" the Porto Rican colonial masses are reduced to uni-
versal starvation.
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their own tanks, as well as the open repression of the Fascist, nth.-
tary and other reactionaryforces.

Now as never before Proletarian Revolution-meansthe building of a
aReVolUtionary'World.Party of Marxism, a New CummuniXt Fourth International. -

Without. such a Party; based on the scientific teachings of Marx,. Engels and
Lenin, victory it impossible.-

Just as the victory Of the.RustianRevolutiOnmas Prediaated on the ex-
.16teiace of the Bolthevik.Party and its center for a Third International, so
the victory of the working class :in. the present ver is predicated on the
building of a Fourth Communist International.

The.forces for such an International today are Very small - centered
primarily around the International Contact ComMission.But the Program of
these forces is all important. On the program ofturning the imperialist:
war into a civil war, of the main enemy is fit home, of continuing the Class
Struggle in all:ighates'ef the total war effort:-. on eucha program a new move-
meat'will eventua.ly.gain recruits by'the thousands.

In every Revolutionary Peribd the masses have shifted far to the left
of their leadership, The Englith Revolution hailits "Diggers", * the French

77Revo1utkon had its. "egalitarians".and its Babeef; the American'ReVolution
had its "leVellers and agrarians"; the masses inthe.Russian Revolution
were sometimes far ahead of the Bolsheviks.' DriVen by despair the masses
'must always move to the extreme left.

1

But that revolutionary energy will be dissipated and destroyed unless
-a new Marxian Party is born to direct it into useful channelb.

Three and a half years after the start of the second World War we are
again moving. to a newOctober. In that and in that only lies the salva-
tion of mankind.- - .

LONG 'LIVE' THE PROLETARIAN REVOLUTION.

DEFEND THE SOVIET,
,

,LONG LIVE THE COMMUNIST FOURTH INTERNATIONAL

International Contact Commission
. (Provisional)

- 4 , _
7, 5.'"

-

'AFFILIATES: a
Red Front of Germany
RevOlutiOnary.Workers League of the. United States
Lenihist League of Scotland.
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FASCISM A PRODUCT OP DECAY CAPITALISM'

Bourgeois writers, as well as the opportunists, and the Marxists, rec-
ognize that we are at a turning point in World history. However, with typical
Cleat blindness, they refuse to recognize that the turning point. consists

...in the fact that, it is a period in which their class rule is coming to an
end. They 'recognize, with the Marxists', that our epoch is' oneof wars and
revolutions. But they distort it 0-1Varibus wit, depending upon whether
.they.are.Fascipts, reactionaries, liberals, or Social-reformitta or centrists.

The Class State

The Fascists state the end of the democratic "plutocratic" state is at
hand, and the,era'ofthe super-class, or non-class, or corporative state,
which stands above all classes has begun. The basid idea which Marxists
point out underlies the reality of all states, that all atates,rest On class
rule, that the state is the' political instrument of the dominant economic
olast," applies also to the Fascist state. It is the instrument of the cap-
italist class, within which 'the dominant strata (dominant by virtue of the
inner-organization of capitalist economy). is the finance capital group, who -

.stand above the commercial and industrial capitalists., The class tensions
a of decay capit4lism, the antagonism between the bourgeoisie and proletariat,
"' the-ciraumscribed enVirOnment of the hemmed-4n petty bour6oisie under

itcist, are not' ndtigated by thedefeat of the proletariat, which is al-
., ways and everywhere 4 pre-requisite for the triumph of fascism. On the con-

trary, despite the defeat, whether,as in Germany.' there has been no civil
'war, or in Spain,' there has; the class struggle continues ih.a.:tepressed
form that is only kept from breaking out into the most violent outbursts,
thru the.maximumUse of force (in the first periodvith.the aid of the most

, desperate elements of the petty-bourgeoisie. . and lumpenproletariat, later
primarily-With the army and polide.forces.)'. -

. State Serves Class Interest

'Under suclyzitcuMstances,' in which the state's repressive force is
.constantly :brought into play, now Against petty-bourgeois 'elements (such as
the Jewish Masses in Germany), now against bourgeois (Thyssen), and always
against the proletariat and peasant masses, the Fasciat ideology seems to
have 6 base in reality. The state apparently punishes all classes with

:equal impartiality. But as with the bourgeoiedemcieratic,state, this appear-
,

anCe belies reality.. .What takes place it that the bourgeois state, Fascist
in political form, as the executive arm, the representative of the historic
interests of the capitalist class as a. whole, "punishes" various elements

.
in order to maintain the economic structure as a whole. With the worldmar-
kets restricted, with.the home market increasingly limited by the depression
of the masses' living standards, there is less profits to go around among
the bourgeoisie, and the eternal reorganizationofdapitaliet:eeonomy con-

.tinues,- with the weaker' capitalists being driven to the Wall. Naturally
theyattempt to resist, and either conquer or are wiped
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In the interests of maintaining capitslisra, finance da,P'i.tal

cuts the, rations Of all the other exploiters, aswell as of the

'toilera, The political machine (Nazi, fascists, eta.) has Its own organizational
:needs and naturally devours :a sizable slice of the bourgeois profits, as did

the'"democratic".politicians of bourgeois democracy. Where the "democratic"

-ipoliticians were changed, or cut off the Payton, according to the changing-

political needs of the bourgeoiwdemocratic-state, with much attendant pub-

lic and flimflammery.about "throwing out the Crooked politicians",

the fascists are Merely silently purged from the payroll, or even jailed or

occasionally evenshot. The contraction of capitalist economy, the falling

absolute profits as-welias .theRATE of profits, affects the Nazi machine no

less than other sections of the population: (The "June purges" are in a.:

'different category: they are the crushing of the "radical" petty-bourgeois .

who finance capital used to crush the proletariat, Who thought THEY were

determining fascist policy, and'Whoweee smashed in the 'Process ofreconsol-

idatiOn of the position of the big bourgeoisie after the subsiding of the

petty-bourgeois wave of mass discontent)

...National Form of Fascist. State

Fascism in different countries varies according to national peculiar-

ities, economic development, and class struggle. It is not a "pure" phen-4

omenon, which eVerywhere assumes identical forms.. The more developed the

:country, however, the more clear be ome the main outlines with less "com-

plicating" features. In content it is everywhere the same. counterrevol-

ution against the proletarian tevolution.i whether the latter exists in the

form of open civil war, or in the existence of a pre-,revolutionary situation

whict-i the class conscious workers and Marxists either fail or are incapable'

In Germany Fascism -assumes a more "classic" form than in less developed

Italy, despite the fact that Hitler's accesion to power followed. Mussolini
lby:eleven yeara. This it not due to the 73-erman:-!s having the Italian exper-

ience to draw. upon, but because class relation.sare far more developed in

Germany: bourgeoise, proletariat, and petty-bourgeoisie of town and country

stand in their interrelations, nowhere sharper outside of the United States.

SPAIN

. In Spain; laSi'..sm appears a phenomenon which has less of a:mast base

"OPPortibnatelythan in Germany O.: Italy. In fact, its mass base is very

small, and from the outset, it has had to resort to the police and armed.

forces of the state as the primary force of suPpreasion.:. Spanish fascism,

appears as a caricature of Nazism and Mussolini's fascism. This is because

of-the:enormous class struggles, which were defeated.onlY with the greatest

amount of foreign help, direct and indirett(such as denial of food, credits

,
war, materials); and the effect of these gigantic struggles added to the back-

' wardness of Spanish economy, plus the deCay-Of World capitalism, has placed

'
,
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immediately before the Spanish bourgeoisie the task of retaining power un-

der conditions of mass semi-starvation from the very first,moment of its

reconsolidation of power. "

' FRANCE .

. .

In France, fascism appears even more ridiculous than in-Spain, despite. ,

the more advanced economic'develOpMent of France. French fascism several

years ago began to acquire 'a mass base, but due to the retarding effect

which the :Spanish Civil war had Upon the development of,Frenchfascism, it

lost ground. The oPening.of,thesecOnd imperialist war-Caught the FrenCh

ba4rgebisie in a precaribus position. Having thrust' the bayonet poiht.of
a. Bonapartist government at the heart of democracy, the exploiters

had not yetdevelOped a sufficiently powerful mass base for the Fascists to
seize power, and thus reconsolidate (fot'a period) their rule against the

_looming threat of prbletarian revolution. In this condition, Where class

relations had not broken out into'civilWar only.dueto.the passivity.of

the proletatiatathe Peples Front .betrayal (1936-36), On the Left,

and the preparations for reorganization of the Fascist forces, on the Right,

-
and the Bourgeois State maintained status-quo by army and police, rule; and

,by 7decree in this condition, the French bourgeoisie were thrust willy-,

nillY,:nto the second imperialist war.

R cognizing their inability to wage a pro-longed 'war without the dan-

.ger of proletarian revolution, the bourgeoisie first played "waiting",.

.supposedly preparing its forces for titanic battles with the German armed

forces, Actually, they werevacillatihg on the question, not of waging

war against Germany,lbUtAGAZNST THE FRENCH PROLETARIAT.- With Hitler's

'Conquest of Poland (made easy thanks to the Hitler-Stalic:Pactl and of the

'Low Countries, the.French'bodrgebibie made eheir decision: bour6ots de-

featism: Their repressive measures 'against the proletariat having been

, made as far as. possible under the paladier-Bonopartist rule, they flung

.

themselves upon Hitler's mercy, for portection against -the French Masses.
Hitler obliged; taking heavy toll not only CT the masseS'in repressibn and

taxes and living necessities, but also of the French bourgeoisie. .

France Under German Conquest
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The French fascists, were thus caught in a-contradictory situation.

Not having yet acquired a powerful mads base, or even a "popular" ideology

(ala:"NatiOnal Socialism", the ."Fascist Revolution" etc) theseultra
. .

dNationalists were reduced at once to:the-Most-contemptible apologists for

the-Nazi:conquerors. The Retain governMent', a bonapartist tegiMe,4xist.
AngonlY with the aid of German bayonets, Iackinveven a pretense of

an, , ',

.army:ofits own, borrowed from Fascist by speaking of the
. . , . _

"national' "French Revolution" against obseblete""plutbcratic democracy7:. ,,
etc.-etc. But the needs. of the German imperialist war:maChine, the absolute

,
.
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bankrUptcy of French'capitalismi,:thejnost .shameless servility of the
Petainistbourgeoieie before Hitler, has deprived both Petain...-an&the Fascists'
(Doribt, tc.-.Co.).-of any .serious poesibilitY of retaining such masses as they
had in the past, or acquiring 4 new massbase in the near future: All that
remains is -"re-organizations" (as to the "Chief of State", the cabinet, etc)
which arouses from the masses onlyneW contemptuous L:Uffaws, even if re-
pressed 'Sabotage, terrorism, and increased cooperation With the DeGaullisv
bourgeoisie is the reply of the French masses. .

.The:DeGaullist bourgeoisie Are in a very remarkable position.' While
iDeGauIle is a royalist, and his/entourage.inludes known right-wingers.a4-.
_Well as elements who have cooperated with the Cagoulards, he maintains
working relationships with the Socialists and Stalinists and other opportun-
ist of the Trend' labor movement .DeGaulliem..hat.giVen platonic support.:
to the position of .a return bourgeois democracy in France, which is none too
'concrete, And has aroused considerable suspicion among the reformist camp-
followers of the liberal bourgeoisie : .They maintain, as good imperialists,

_relationships with the French colonial administration who have not Yet die-
avowed Vichy.

Altho French fascists (And theeameapplies to the Belgian Rexists and
the Italian Pasciets) appear today as agents of Hitler, they are fundament-
ally agents of natiVe. capital. Once the German Military'occupation_of
France is withdrawn (Which is by-and-large inevitable, even if Hitler would.
win the war) French fascism. would assert itself, *against all foreign bour-

:geoisies:-- intludipg the German'- as well as .against the FrenCh'toilere.,
:Their collaboration' with Hitler, like the Social-Democrats of Finland,.
merelTrefleCte thd difficult position of their "own" bourgeoisie, AT THIS
.JUNCTURE IN THE IffPERIALIST WAR AND THE CLASS STRUGGLE'.

'Fascism As A Product Of Dec(4) Capitalism

To understand this, is offirst rate importance for Marxists every.-
. where.. This fact is a potent weapon against social-chauvinism,'WhiCh echoes

the bourgeois democrat's lie that fascism is the product of Hitler Germany. -

The Complicated European situation today; after the 'Spanish (as the latest
pre-war)betrayal_by the Opportunists, has helped to confuse the fact that

.FASCISII IS THE PRODUCT OR DECAY CAPITALISN, the weapon of the bourgeoisie
of every country against its own proletariat.

_ , -
:Marxists state that Fascism.,id the final form of the class rule of the

bourgeoisie, it it ideal political form in the period of decay capitalism,
as bargeoie,-democracy befitted developing capitalism. .This does not
teen that bourgeois democracy cannot appear as a form ofState rule again,
in the countries nciitiunder fascist rule. They Can, and undobbtedlywill
But it must be Clear, that such an appearance can only be an epode
limited duration, a juncture in the rapid developing class struggle.:,It
will occur as a result of military defeat, economic And Political breakdown,

,
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and a social revolution which is in the first stages, the period of
developing dual power. If the Marxists do not lead the workers to -a suc-

cessful seiZure of power, then fascism will again, in one form or another,
INEVITABLY REAPPEAR. m

Capitalist Democracy At Different Stages

This bourgeois democracy of which We Speak here, is not comparable
to the bourgeois democracy of developing capitalism.. In that period also,
it is true, open dietatorships,'. monarchical and bonapartiSt regimes alter-

nately appeared' as economic developments proceeded and the class Struggle
ebbed and flOwed. Iti.s also true that bourgeois democracy underdevelop-
ing imperialism reached its height after the bloodiest defeat of the pro-
letariat'up to that time (the Paris Commune) But :these alternations
found bourgeois democracy ever stronger and capitalism ever expanding.
The proletariat, growing .in size and Moving from a subordinate motive force
in the bourgeois revolution, to an attempt to sieze power in its own right

_--prematurely (as Marx indicated to the French workers). it the dominant
struggle was between decaying feudaliSm and rieing capitalism, the . .

whole of world Polities was colored by this fact:

Today, however, the position and objective tasks of bourgeois demo-
cracy, .insofar'as the claserrule of the bourgeoisie is concerned, are dif-
ferent.7.Since fascism is the best form to maintain capitalist rule in
TY/S_period of ppc4rING world capitalism, and there is no economic base
for bourgeois democracy to exist upon as a stable rule, bourgeois democracy
can only serve to stem the tide of Proletarian revolutions Until the ex-
plbiters Can reorganize the forces to Institute fascist rUle... Between the
desires of the-liourgebib democrats and the petty bourgeois who follow them
--and the objective reality.--the political needs of decay capitalism there
is a wide gap. Many such elements oppressed by fascism, sincerely believe
they can find.sOlutibn to their problems in a return of bourgeois democracy,
a release from "the tyranhitAl rule" o( the'"madman","power-Crazy", Hitler,

.

or Mussolini; or Franco. Unfortunately for them, they have no Place in the
contracting world of bourgeoit'economy. Not absorbed into the proletariat,,
they are too large for the fascist bourgeoisie and burbetttstb "purge"
(execute) entirely,

Tie Workers to Bourgeoie Democratic Needs

Let the Marxists winlhegemonyi and the worthy gentlenren will. turn On-.
the Proletariat with all the ferocity' of.ajlitler-or Thiers in
the rise of capitalism would find his lidemOcratic"counterpart TODAY, who
would outdo Scheidemann and company and Thiers comblned. The "liberal"
socialist and staliniet.gentry fulminate against fascism mot to free the
proletarian AND 'petty bourgeois Masses from the oppressioraand Slaughters
of a dying economic sYeterr.6 but only in order -to .reinstitute an historically'

. .
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outlived-politioal form of that rule. They dream or winning
back fine parliamentary and other governMental jobs, trade
union officialdom positions, journalistic careers, etc. ad
nauseam, while the masses remain exploited by the "liberal"
"democratic" bourgeoisie who have "seen the errors of their ways"
-- a la Herr Thyssen. And while monopoly capital tightens its
grip on the whole of society, and the bourgeois state (through
increasing governmental control and subsidy of "private enter-
prise")., our Worthy friends canwrite whole libraries and oovnt-
less newspapers and radio broadcasts about the "new" "democratic"
"collectivist" world, against sectarian Marxism whicL Calls for
ounnecessary violent revolution", etc."

Can The'Capitalist Democrats Overthrow Fascism

0
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:-.. Such bourgeois democracy as wbuld follow the 'overthrow of
fascist rule woutd'be a shorter prelude to the reappearance of
fascist rule; even than the Weimar Republic after the overthrow
of "Kaiser Wilhelm's Monarchy, was for Hitler's "Third Reich".
In point-oftite, it would be most comparable to the Kerensky
Republic (in which. Lenin and. the Bolsheviks' intervention
voided a Kornilov white terror military dietatOrshipl;' the
Spanish Republic after' Alfousous. overthrow and during the People's:
front, etc.

_

It would represent. a period in which the bourgeois democrats,
with friendly .foreign help (Wall St :and London) would organize
their apparatus.-- Previsional Government 017.,111w, have you.-

: While:the-masses having overthrown the Fascist regime, .would
have set up their Soviets, with the petty-bourgeoisie's speakers
dominating. :Inevitably, these people (Socialists, Stalinists,
.Centrists, would.seek to unite the Soviets with the 'bour-
geois democratic state, against reaction; "to keep the Right
from regaining power." While the Marxists, recognizing that the

..decisive factor in the situation is the development of the soc,
ial revolution of .which this transient condition it but the r

first stage,: and would seok to wean the Soviets away from the .

pett16-bowgeois agents ofJihance capital, to lead them toward
the seizure of power, the opportunists would insist on channel-.
izing the mass:upsurge into support of the exploiters. We have
not :yet guaranteed c). f,positiOn, will be their cry.. 'First let
us wipe out all fascist and pro-fascist elements, by supporting
this: People's Front. (or Democratic Bloc or DemocratiC,-Socilqist-
"ComMunitt".CoalitiipA, or what have ye',1) THEY when the
"democratic" forces are Consoli&P.ted, we can think about the
fight forSocialdtm. .
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Communisyi Or Fascism

ThIS Course which will inevitably be the policy of the opportuntiOls
would if followed, lead directly to the restoration of the Fascist regime in

- one from or another,

Under this bourgeois republic, the road back to.fascism would lead
along the folloWing path,: 1) the overthrow of fascism and the setting up of
the two powers, the bourgeois-democratic proVisional government, arid the
soviets, with a general "'honeymoon" period of lofty democratic phrases
-and illusions about the natdre of the "triumph", both as Lp its class
character and its stability; 2) tharPening class struggles with the bovr-
geOis democrats Working to consolidate their power, and the breaking of
promises, backhanded maneuvers with the "Right", coming together of liberal
exploiters with those "rights whohaVe seen their mistakes". :(ftet us not be
revengeful all make mistakes, - the left has been guilty of eXcebses as
well asthe right).; the main thing to assure the permanent viCtoryqf'"dem-
Ocracyll--and:on the other hand, growing sections of the workers falling into
apathy, atrwing Shift towards' the left, strikes,' lockouts, 3) the fight
against economic breakdown, against "anarchy" i.e.:the:proletarian revol-
ution, 4) punitive actions against strikers, attack on the Soviets
bourgeoisarmed forces (cries' of "down with anarchism", "down with 'Trotsky
'agents of fascierr, "against sectarian disrupters who objectively aid
fasciSm",et,C.) 6) IF THE HARXISTS DON'T INTERVENE ON A CORRECT POLICY (win
hegemony in the Soviets, prepare for seizure of power, etc, )--mass, sporadic
risings of various strata, conflict' With the bourgeois democrats and with
Fascists will lead to possible repetition of the Spanish defeated civil
ior4.6) tointiut4p4- of Fascism, now that the exploiters have reconsolidated
sufficient forces to defeat the proletariat, the.bourgebit democrats and
opportunists blaming each other ("lack of cooperation, Personal...intrigue,
lack of initiative in repressing all disruptive forces) and blaming the
proletariat; White terror. -

,
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INTERNATIONAL TRADE 'II. NIONTUNITY

Trade Union Unity is not an abstraction to be thrown around as a clever
move against opposing forces. It is a vital necessity for the defense of

' the democratic rights of the working class and to further the workers
economic ends. In the case Of International trade union unity it is ofhighest

i)olitinal significance and must result in more than a mere post-.-office re-

lationship. It -must re-present uniLy of aculon to defend and advance the
tradeuni6nists end workers ard peasants cause wherever the struggle may
take place.

The Ang1O-Russian- Unity"'

.,- We are now confronted with a "Unity" plan within the country'be-
tween the factions of the A.P".-ofL. and the C.I.O. as Well as the proposals
of the Anglo-Soviet Trade union committee to the Unions of the United:States
to join hands in international sOlidarity-against the Axle power's and to

' 4efq.nd the economic needs Of the workers._ Sp far the Internationals of
the United States have kept a post-office:relatimship with the .British
trade unionists and, to an extent, with the socialist trade,unionists'of
some European countries. Both the .A .F. of L. and the C.I.O. have fished in
the waters of Latin America for Pan-American relations; The AlF.ofL. has
berried out the structures of the state:department'of.Ameridan.imperialist,
while John. L..tewis has at least flirted with the Peoples Front elemeht
the Latin American trade unions. . .

Now. the Greens, Humans, .Tobihs, Lewises, and Murrays are confronted
with"therproposals to Join hands with the'British'and,ROsian-pniOns in a.
Powerful international union moveMent. But as yet to no avail They have
not reached the stage of Apolitical". independence_where-they can take even
such a mild atePyithout the :consent of their:Wall.Street bosses.

. The old Anglo-..Sduiet Comiatttee
Just before the 1927 British General Strike the unions of Britain

and the Soviet-linion.worked oUt:UnitY'proposals and certain working agree-
ments::::The revolutionary Marxists worked for theprogram-of..clasastruggle
to aid the British workers ii their show-down Struggle with Britieh-iMpen-
ialism.-The British agents of imperialism in t heranksof labor hoped to
go albhg'-with,this gigantic strike Movement, which 1,184 taking on world

' signifibancei,in order to at the right moment stab it.in:the back, First
these British labor agents 'tried to stop the movement, and whenthis failed

-=, they "joined" it History already' reveals' the treacherous role of the
-.British trade union leaders. And history also records the betrayal of

,

-Stalinism, its capitulation to these labor agents' of Britibh'IMPPrialiSm.
That was a costly lesson, but at leastit:shoulcibe al.essOn,'Well worth
re-reading and Studying.
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The Purpose of the New AnNo-Russian-AmerAcan"Untiy-k::,
. .

Above all the new steps toward International trade union 'unity under
British and Stalinist leadership is an attempt to line up greater support-

to the imperialist war, on the Side Of the Anglo-Americ* imperialists.
For greater social-patriotic support of' the exploiters o' these countries

in their struggle against the Axis. 'How Shall revolutionary Marxists
answer this compiek question of unity?. How shall we-eXpOse.the support of
the imperialist slaughter and at-the.same:tiMehelp materially the defense
of the, Soviet Union and for genuine international trade union unity?

'Fbr International Trdde Union Unity

TheIntemption'ar .Contact Commission 4rovisional) std s for tracie union:
unity.' Trade' union unity within countries and on an international seas, if
consumated on a correct program can move the working class forward. The
fight for trade" union unity on the basis of a class struggle Program and the
organization of progressive groups in allunions on this .basis with rank
and file control and union democracy are progressive Steps that help our

class-:-even if the final goal is ITO reached at once. .

, OUR PROGR.,21
. , . . . -

The present Steps; toward international trade,union:.unity comes in the
midst of an imperialist War causing the greatest:devastatiOn of Men and

.:material that the .earth has yet seen. Thiaunity'must. be used for agitation Y,,,',')*

in the trade union movement throughout. the World: where revolutiOnary-,
Marxists are functiOning to take the preliminary day'to,day.stePs of orien-'
tatihg the working' class on an INDEPENDENT WORKING.OLA3S 4NE.against both': ',_47,7v

camps of the imperialiSts, against decadent bourg c payee ,

the may. for its most hideous form.- Fascism.

With the underground movement developing and -organizing in-figortress",
Europe, with the Stalinists flirting with a new .form of the Peoples Front,
to placate the more reactionary exploiters, withAhelBritiShLabor Leaders:,,,,,,..
doing everything possible to save the British Empire, with social revolutions-,:::,
developing in Asia arid Europe, there is. no.time,for half way measures,The
solution for the problem that confronts the working class and,its'needs,-to
burn out the desease of social-patriotism, demands a realistic' program., ,.-
against the iMperialiat war and the exploiters 'of the earth.

,. A

eois7democracTw

. .

Such .,a program will: have to revolve around the problems. of
1-Fight Against the Imperialist: .- for 'a. Socialist solutt ,
240r Workers Control of Production 4nder a Workers CdunC0 :Governmentc-'

3-Pcr the defense of the colonial masses a(Jainst ithperiatts4,-,4010r;:.
liberation of all colonies and for the rightorself740eridnat00.
these'cOuntries.- ' ' - ' - '
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4-For the Defense of the Soviet Union.
5-Fight every war attempt to curtat/ any or the democratic

rights of the masses. -

6-For independent' working class action.
?-For the right 0 strike and against state control of the

unions in ALL countries:
8-Fight Fascism by fighting Capitaltsm.-.

Trade union unity based upon social-patriotism will only,
lead to greater slaughter and more misery for the whole world. Trade union
unity based upon support of any imperialist powers in war will only lead to
the use of the trade union movenent in the coming proletarian revolutions
to beat back the workers advance. .

The fight for trade union unity within each country and op .an
-international scale, based upon concrete tactics for the local situation,
firmly rooted in a class struggle policy will rally progressive elements in
the trade union movement for the coming struggle.s ahead. The trade union

movemen, under proper class leadership can play a most important role in
the historic battle,rfow rea,ching a_climax -- a ba.ttle of classes to eliminate

once and for all the robber systems of exploitation of me.n by man; to free
mankind from wage slavery, and to establish production for use. To utilize

mankind and its vast resources and materials for SOCIAL NEEDS rather than

gigantic social WASTE in imperialist wars and capitalist disintegration.

,JAN 29, 1.942
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DEMOCRATIC RIGHT IN THE SOVIET UNION

long as classes exist the working class must have its own inde-

pendent class instruments. This includes not only the Revolutionary Marxian
Party snd the Councils aid Workers Militia during and after. dual power, but

the trade union movement.

.2-After the VWorkiig Class has seized oower and set'uo the Dictatorship
of the Proletariat, the trade unions gain a wider function in the
operation of industry and productibn. Their voice is heard in planning

production limits, in a hundred and one social security measures, in Check-

ing on the books and behaviour of "manageMent" in the plants, etc.. The

Unions are an integral, although not decisive part of Workers Control of
Production.

,- 3-But, despite these added functions, the basic structure of the trade
unions must remain what the progressives and militants conceive of the
structure tobe in capitalist countries. This is in order to assure an
adequate check on the inevitable burocratic tendencies, but not burocracy,
that must continue to exist even under a 'itorkers State. The Trade Unions
under. a Workers State must he permitted to function Without, state - inter-

ferente, except vinere they- are utilized to openly and 'directly challenge -

state power. Revolutionists within the Unions must fight for tocal auton-
omy; rank and file control, Workers Detocracy, and freedom from state super-
vidion - just as in the Capitalist states..

4-The Marxists within the trade Union Movement i a Workers State must
-

-continue to function as 'a fraction and to bring the rank and file militants
ever closer to a full Marxian program, and to 'propose and argue for the
basic policies of the workers state. The Marxists must demand the Right of
the Trade UniOns to strike even under a Workers State, although as Marxists
th Vll counsel that the Unibns exhaust all remedies within the State
Apparatus first. Unless the strike ie directrd against State POWER -( not

necessarily just ,,igainst the State, because all strikes in workers State Ter
are directed against section of the State) - Marxists will also observe
working class ethics and refuse to cross the picket line, etc. Even in a

Workers State therecan be' progressive ,and justified strikes to correct

burocra.tic excesses here and there, etc. This Democratic Right of the
working class 'must be sternly defended.
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CORRECTIONS

1- In the January issue of the International News we carried a

correction of the article on Constituent Assembly of the previous

Issue, pointing out that the lila convnticri .liad rejected the

last two paragtaphs. We failed to state that we endorsed the

rest of the article. Any article unsigned or not spocitted

otherwise Is the position or the Editorial :Board of ti c pub- .

llcation. In this case, in rejectinis, the two paragraphs, the
convention endorsed the remainder' of the ,artictei

Phe convention also added a Sentence On Page 2 paragraph 5-

"But' even should. a Constituent Assembly be established ^

temporarily, its inability to cope with the needs of society and

to hold down the masses would soon force the 'imperialists and

thei.rnative stooges, to resort to open dictatorship.
.

.

2- In the January 1943 Issue on page 5 the second-PqraJraph

presents -a false position on the question of.the,,maifildanter- at

present. The position adopted. at the RW4 convention is presen-
ted at the bottom of pate 5.

These two corrections are presented as material Of the RWL

Convention because it is the highest body of the affiliate doing.
most of the work of the International News. The Editorial
Board of the 1.N. is in furl agreement with these correctilhs.
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